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Abstract—A congestion control scheme called duallayer congestion control (DLCC) is proposed for use
when transporting Internet traffic over opticalpacket-switched networks. It further reduces the
core optical buffering requirement over existing proposals; indeed each optical core switch is assumed in
the modeling work to have a shared optical buffering
capacity of only 20 optical packets for all ports. Furthermore, it does not depend for its operation on having a certain number of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) flows carried over each link. The scheme is
designed to operate in conjunction with an edgesmoothing algorithm that segments IP datagrams
into fixed-length optical slots to be carried by the
core. It expedites the response of TCP to congestion
in the optical core network, both by reducing the rate
of packet transmission over the optical packet core
and by throttling TCP sources via the transmission of
additional triple duplicate ACK segments. Packet loss
performance and edge-buffering capacity requirements are evaluated through mathematical analysis,
showing that the packet loss rate can be decreased
through the use of DLCC by a factor of up to six times
and also showing that electronic edge-buffering requirements are reduced through the use of DLCC.
Furthermore, simulation modeling shows that DLCC
yields a TCP goodput improvement of between 2 and
10 times, depending on the volume of background
User Data Protocol (UDP) traffic and the round-trip
time. This demonstrates that DLCC is viable and enhances network performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I

t has often been predicted that optical packet
switching (OPS) will provide flexibility, efficient resource utilization, and high capacity in future communications networks [1]. These performance characteristics of OPS will be of crucial importance to the
future Internet for a number of important reasons.
First, the number of users will continue to increase as
the digital divide narrows in many countries, and as
the number of connections per user increases, optical
networking will be a natural solution to accommodate
these requirements. Furthermore, the envisaged penetration of fiber to the home (FTTH) and the increased
use and storage of digital media will drive the requirement for a high-capacity, flexible network core based
on high-capacity OPS networking. Finally, these
trends will also be driven by future transmission capacity requirements implied by the ever-increasing
processing power and memory capacity available to
users.
However, there would be problems in a realistic
optical-packet-switched network carrying traffic generated by Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) because of the limited buffer size
attainable in practice with optical-delay-line technologies. Indeed, optical delay lines, which are commonly
proposed as buffers for contention resolution, are
bulky and require temperature stabilization [2],
whereas solutions based on slow light will be unsuitable for implementation of large buffer capacities [3].
This paper proposes a congestion control mechanism
that does not require modifications to TCP and is suitable for optical-packet-switched networks with small
buffers for contention resolution. All implementations
of TCP regard loss of a segment (i.e., a TCP packet) as
an indication of network congestion; hence because
the very small buffers feasible with optical packet
switching are liable to overflow, resulting in lost segments, this normally presents an impediment to
TCP’s correct operation. Unlike existing work [4], the
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mechanism proposed in this paper to overcome this
problem does not depend for efficient operation on
having a specific number of TCP flows present on each
link. Furthermore, the algorithm is designed to yield
favorable interaction between elastic TCP flows and
nonreactive User Data Protocol (UDP) flows, which
would both be present in a realistic mixture of Internet traffic types.
It is shown in this paper via mathematical analysis
and computer simulation that efficient operation of an
optical-packet-switching network carrying both TCP
and UDP traffic is possible with core optical packet
switches each having an optical buffering capacity of
only 20 fixed-length slots shared between all ports.
This is achieved in conjunction with an existing edgesmoothing scheme [5] that encapsulates IP datagrams
into fixed-length slots that are transported over the
core optical-packet-switched network. Analytical results are provided for packet loss, and simulation is
used to evaluate goodput, a crucial performance parameter when evaluating TCP.
TCP traffic is considered with UDP background
traffic in this study, representing the major traffic
types in the current Internet. The existing TCP endto-end congestion control mechanism was designed for
networks with comparatively low transmission capacity; however, it is not appropriate in its original form
for use with the very high data transmission rates and
the very restricted optical buffer capacities that are
likely to arise with future implementations of optical
packet switching. While existing work has considered
the problem of transporting TCP over networks with
small router buffers [4], the proposals in this paper
have the two advantages of first permitting further reduction in the permitted optical buffer capacity while
second their size is not dependent on the number of
TCP flows present.
In this paper, a dual-layer congestion control
(DLCC) mechanism is proposed, employing electronic
buffers in the routers at the network edge, but very
small optical buffers in the core optical packet
switches. If appropriate, it reacts to congestion in the
core by quickly reducing the transmission rate from
the network edge into the optical packet core while,
over a longer time scale, quenching electronic traffic
at the source before it is fed into the edge routers.
Without DLCC, the high transmission speed of OPS
and the infeasibility of even modestly sized optical
buffers would result in many optical packets being
lost in the event of congestion due to the relatively
slow reaction of TCP’s congestion control mechanism,
which takes of the order of a round-trip time (RTT) to
react. Indeed, in slotted OPS, the slot time is only a
few microseconds, whereas the TCP RTT for a wide
area network (WAN) is orders of magnitude greater,
ranging from several milliseconds to several hundreds
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of milliseconds. When operating a network at high
loads, congestion can become a serious problem, and
DLCC overcomes this by expediting the network’s response.
It has already been shown that smoothing of traffic
at the edge of the core can reduce the size of optical
contention resolution buffers that are required in core
switches [5,6]. Although DLCC can interoperate with
any shaping or smoothing implementation at the edge
routers, in this paper a simple existing trafficsmoothing scheme is assumed [5], which is summarized for completeness in Section II. In the remainder
of this paper, Section II introduces a simple trafficsmoothing scheme to smooth traffic at each edge
router, while Section III describes the DLCC scheme
in detail, and Section IV provides a discussion of its
scalability and implementation aspects. To demonstrate the performance improvements possible with
DLCC, an analytical model is derived in Section V,
with the results being discussed in Section VI, while
Section VII illustrates a simulation scenario and discusses the results. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. TRAFFIC SMOOTHING
For completeness, this section summarizes the
traffic-smoothing scheme that was used in conjunction
with DLCC to obtain the performance evaluation results reported in this paper. A full description can be
found in a previous publication [5]. Time is divided
into intervals, called negotiation intervals. At the network edge, each incoming edge-to-edge traffic flow is
smoothed by a buffer into a stream of packets that
may change rate at the beginning of each negotiation
interval based on stepwise rate estimation. A flow is
defined as the data stream from one ingress edge
router to another egress edge router; each edge router
has a buffer to carry the flow destined for each other
edge router. Throughout each negotiation interval, the
packets in each flow are transmitted by the ingress
edge router at a constant rate, much as constant bit
rate (CBR) traffic in asynchronous transfer mode
(ATM). At the beginning of each negotiation interval,
the packet transmission rate over the core may be
changed through renegotiation. During renegotiation,
an edge router checks that sufficient capacity is available in the core network to accommodate the new required transmission capacity; if not, the request is rejected. The data rate of an edge-to-edge flow during a
negotiation interval is fixed.
To facilitate estimation of the service rate to be requested for the next negotiation interval, time is split
up into small units. After each such time unit, the
moving average arrival rate into each buffer is recalculated using the moving average calculation of Eq.
(1). In the simulations reported later, the size of a unit
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lay between 5 and 100 ms, depending on traffic type.
Ui is the measured arrival rate for traffic entering the
buffer during unit i, and Ri is the smoothed arrival
rate, defined via Eq. (1) below. The service rate to be
requested at the next renegotiation is obtained by taking the mean of Ri over all units in the last negotiation interval. The parameter  decides to what extent
previous experience and to what extent the current
measured rate should influence the new service rate
and is determined by considering the arrival rate, the
current service rate, and the available network capacity [5]. This heuristic algorithm is based on a moving
average calculation of the arrival rate into the buffer
and may be described as follows:
Ri+1 = Ri + 共1 − 兲共Ui + B/兲 .

共1兲

A detailed description of the above equation and how
it describes the operation of the edge-smoothing algorithm can be found in an earlier paper [5].
III. DUAL-LAYER CONGESTION CONTROL
This section introduces the DLCC concept in detail,
with a discussion first of its context in relation to existing TCP congestion control algorithms, followed by
a description of how congestion is detected in the core
and a discussion of the way that DLCC responds to
this at the network edge.
A. Motivation for DLCC
There is considerable existing literature on TCP
congestion control. It has been pointed out that when
congestion occurs with drop-tail routers, global synchronization may be introduced into the network
[7]—in other words, when a buffer in a router overflows, packets that belong to several TCP connections
are often dropped simultaneously, and these decrease
their congestion windows at the same time because of
TCP’s fast recovery feature. (Below, discussion of synchronized TCP flows indicates that this type of global
synchronization is assumed to take place.) Active
queue management (AQM) schemes such as random
early detection (RED) [8] and weighted RED (WRED)
implement congestion avoidance at routers through
random dropping of incoming packets when the measured moving average mean buffer occupancy reaches
a certain level and thus avoid global synchronization.
Rather than using dropped packets to indicate congestion, an explicit congestion notification bit can notify
possible congestion to a TCP source [9].
These existing AQM schemes allow TCP to react to
congestion earlier than otherwise, before the congestion becomes serious and buffer overflow occurs. However, they were intended for a conventional TCP/IP
environment and cannot be applied directly to optical
packet networks because their implementation re-
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quires measurement of the mean router buffer size to
determine the extent of congestion, which is not feasible or appropriate with the very small packet buffers
in the optical core switches that are considered in this
paper. TCP’s slow reaction, of the order of a round-trip
time, when coupled with the high transmission rates
inherent in optical packet switching would seriously
degrade network performance. Furthermore, these
techniques require modifications to TCP. To address
these issues in OPS networks, link-utilization-based
detection and transmission rate adjustment for TCP
ACK segments has been proposed [10]; however, the
proposal in this paper provides a more aggressive response to core congestion, thus exhibiting superior
performance improvements, as demonstrated later.
Like the existing AQM schemes discussed above,
DLCC, which is introduced in this paper, provides a
more timely response to congestion. However, unlike
RED, it is compatible with the very small optical
packet buffers that are feasible with OPS. DLCC
works in both the electronic and optical domains to react quickly to serious core network congestion, and it
quenches TCP sources when necessary. Furthermore,
it does not require specific changes to TCP implementations at traffic sources—widely used implementations with fast retransmit and fast recovery are sufficient.
When considering the optical buffer capacity required when all end-to-end traffic sources employ
TCP, it has been argued [4] that the widely used TCP
rule of thumb is not suitable for backbone buffer dimensioning and that much TCP multiplexed backbone
traffic tends to be Poisson-like rather than self-similar
or bursty because synchronization of TCP congestion
windows, as described above, is rare in backbone networks. Hence it is argued [4] that there is no need to
dimension the buffers of backbone core routers by using this rule of thumb. In the proposal by Appenzeller
and Keslassy [4], the size of the buffer required on
each router port depends on the number of TCP connections present; this limitation is overcome in this
paper while permitting efficient operation with further reduction in optical buffer capacity. Indeed, the
proposals in this paper resolve congestion in optical
core switches, when mixing elastic TCP traffic with
nonreactive UDP traffic, in order to reduce the mismatch between the relatively slow reaction of TCP
and the fast optical packet loss that would otherwise
occur because there are many optical packets in transit.
B. Congestion Detection
In DLCC, each core switch constantly monitors the
optical packet arrival rate and records it in memory. If
packet loss occurs, the switch checks the current rate
in order to guess whether this loss is caused by con-
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gestion or by routine contention between slots; the latter could occur under any conditions. Therefore,
packet loss caused by such contention under normal
load will not initiate DLCC’s congestion control
mechanism. The optical packet arrival rate at an output port is measured as the sum of all traffic from input ports that is directed to that output port. If this
rate is greater than the switch’s port transmission
rate, or this rate reaches a specified threshold rate
that is less than this, then any loss incurred is identified as being due to congestion (referred to as heavy
congestion later in this paper).
To differentiate between such contention and congestion, a simple algorithm is employed in core optical
packet switches, which maintains a congestion descriptor; this is the average arrival rate on a switch
input in packets per second for the previous 2T s. T is
the estimated longest RTT in the Internet, typically
between 0.4 and 1.0 s, and it is chosen to facilitate differentiation between contention and congestion via
the following mechanism. First, if packet loss has
taken place, and the congestion descriptor indicates
that the packet loss is due to a short burst of traffic,
no interaction with TCP is necessary because TCP can
respond appropriately to the situation within the next
RTT; such a situation is regarded as contention. However, if packet loss has taken place, but the congestion
descriptor exceeds the threshold for more than two
RTTs, loss can be regarded as being due to serious
congestion, and DLCC must be invoked through notification of congestion.
Thus packet loss from core OPS buffers, in conjunction with the status of the congestion descriptor, determine the state of congestion, implementing a form
of explicit congestion notification [9,11] by sending notifications of congestion back to the edge routers. A decision about congestion is made based not only on
buffer overflow, but also on the congestion descriptor,
because the optical buffers are so small, and this
mechanism is necessary to prevent confusion with
contention. Other forms of AQM, such as RED have
also been proposed [8]; however, as discussed above,
optical packet switching lacks the relatively large
buffers that are required to implement these successfully.
If the OPS packets are from different ingress-toegress flows, then the congestion loss notification is
sent to their corresponding ingress edge routers.
These notifications can be sent either by dedicated
packets or by piggybacking the notifications onto reverse path packets to save transmission capacity. Piggybacking can be on a hop-by-hop basis, where the notification is destroyed and regenerated at each switch.
This is useful if there are no packets traversing the
entire reverse path but there are packets on each reverse link. If there are no suitable packets at all on
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such a reverse link, then packets are generated specially to carry congestion loss notifications—this will
not compete for transmission capacity with any data
packets because none exist. However, it is not necessary to analyze and simulate the effect of this here.
DLCC informs the sending TCP process quickly of
congestion in the optical core so that it can react more
quickly than unaided TCP. However, contention (as
defined above) generally does not trigger the DLCC
control mechanism because it is not relevant and
would constitute an additional and unnecessary processing burden. Identifying losses due to contention
and congestion, as differentiated above, and treating
them differently, permits each to be handled appropriately.
C. Dual-Layer Reaction at the Edge to Congestion
Congestion loss notifications are sent from congested core switches to the corresponding edge routers
that initiate the congesting traffic flows. This subsection describes how edge routers react to such notifications in dual-layer congestion control.
Ingress edge routers reduce their sending rate upon
the arrival of congestion loss notification messages according to the procedure described below (Fig. 1). The
traffic from TCP/IP sources arrives at an ingress edge
router and proceeds in the form of fixed-length slotted
optical packets through the core network. The diagram shows heavy congestion losses at a certain core
switch, and with DLCC, this switch sends back notifi-

Fig. 1. (Color online) Timeline illustration of DLCC, showing at
the top the scenario used for modeling, which consists of a TCP
transmitter, edge routers, a core switch experiencing heavy congestion and exhibiting packet loss, and the TCP receiver. T0, T1, T2,
and T3 are the propagation delays of each network segment. The
following events take place with DLCC in order to expedite TCP’s
response to congestion: 1. A core optical packet switch experiences
packet loss and determines that this is due to heavy congestion. 2.
The edge router receives a congestion notification from the core
switch and reduces its transmission rate of smoothed optical packets into the core. 3. Four artificial ACK packets arrive at the TCP
transmitter from the edge router, and TCP then halves its congestion window through the fast recovery feature. 4. The TCP receiver
sends duplicate ACKs because a segment has been lost. 5. These duplicate ACKs are discarded by the edge router because it sent the
duplicate ACKs to the TCP transmitter earlier.
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cation to the appropriate edge router, based on its
knowledge of the routing of flows between edge routers. After the ingress edge router receives the notification, it operates in two ways simultaneously
through the following two operations:
1. It immediately sends four artificial ACKs for the
same sequence number (representing the start of
the lost segment) to the corresponding TCP
source, which TCP will interpret as requesting
retransmission of the lost segment (three duplicate ACKs). This is referred as the OPS ACKs
scheme below. The information is available to do
this, without undue overhead, because the
scheme retains for at least one round-trip time in
each edge router the socket information from
each TCP data segment. The transmission of the
four artificial ACKs reduces congestion by halving the congestion window of TCP traffic sources
through TCP’s fast recovery feature, hence having the advantage over proposals involving ACK
pacing [10] of reducing the transmission rate of
the sources dramatically. Although it is true that
sending artificial ACK segments in this way violates the layered protocol structure of TCP/IP,
firewalls and network address translation (NAT)
are widely deployed in practice and do not respect the layered protocol structure either.
2. Through the procedure described in detail below,
the ingress edge router also reduces the sending
rate of slotted optical packets into the core by an
amount dependent on the number of received
congestion loss notifications. It freezes rate negotiation until the ingress buffer occupancy starts
to decrease. This reduces congestion by buffering
at the network edge any extra traffic that arises
before the sending TCP process has time to respond to the four artificial ACK segments sent in
operation 1 above.
Edge buffer occupancy is increased by operation 2
above, but it can reduce congestion faster than operation 1; however, to optimize performance, both are
used in combination. Although operation 1 is slower, it
alleviates congestion at the source. Even without this
OPS ACKs mechanism, the TCP receiver will ultimately send the duplicate ACK packets by itself, but
the response to congestion would then occur more
slowly.
Slot-by-slot measurement at the network edge of
the rate of congestion notification from the network
core and rapid reaction to this information are necessary when implementing operation 2 above. This is
necessary to reduce the optical packet sending rate at
the network edge immediately and by an appropriate
amount, so that congestion in the core can be resolved
as soon as possible without unnecessarily sacrificing
transmission capacity utilization. Each notification
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message carries information about the optical packet
loss rate Rloss in a congested core switch; however, the
calculation of this only takes into account loss of optical packets during congestion periods; packet losses
that occur during contention periods are ignored for
the purpose of calculating Rloss.
Rschedule is defined as the original scheduled sending
rate between a given pair of edge routers, calculated
immediately after the previous rate renegotiation by
the algorithm outlined in Section II. After an edge
router receives the first notification with loss rate
Rloss
o , all subsequent scheduled optical packets in each
flow sent over the corresponding link by that edge
router are separated from the next packet by a number of slots equal to the reciprocal of its present sending rate minus the overflow rate; i.e., the new rate is
Rschedule − Rloss
o . (The sending rate is the reciprocal of
the time, measured in slots, between adjacent packets
in the same flow between two given edge routers.) The
second notification carries loss rate information equal
to R1loss, and traffic slots after this notification are sent
at the rate of R1send = Rschedule − R1loss. When the ith notification is received, where i ⬎ 1, then Riloss = 共R1loss
loss
+ R2loss + ¯ +Ri−1
兲 / 共i − 1兲 and Risend = Rschedule − Riloss.
Then the sending rate is changed to Risend, and this
sending rate is retained, even if no further notification
is received. If there are no further loss notifications,
transmission at this rate continues until, when a decision is made about whether to renegotiate the transmission rate, the ingress buffer occupancy measured
by the edge-smoothing algorithm of Section II has decreased. When this happens, a new value of Rschedule is
computed, and this is adopted as the transmission
rate. Therefore, the overall effect is to decrease the
rate of optical packet transmission, depending upon
the received notifications.
During this process, nothing has been done thus far
to reduce the external traffic arrival rate entering the
ingress edge router, but the transmission rate from
the edge buffer into the network core has been reduced. This results in the edge buffer occupancy increasing over at least one TCP end-to-end round-trip
time. To overcome this buffer buildup, the ingress
edge router immediately sends three duplicate ACKs
to each corresponding TCP source, using the OPS
ACKs scheme described above.

IV. SCALABILITY AND IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
The discussion in this section explains why duallayer congestion control is a scalable solution that is
relatively easy to implement with no disruption to
user installations. Indeed, DLCC does not require any
modifications to the TCP implementation at each
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source, but rather any widely used TCP implementation with fast retransmit and fast recovery is appropriate. Signaling of congestion notifications only requires extra packets if no other packets are already
being sent along the entire reverse path.
The receiving TCP process also generates triple duplicate ACKs in response to loss; however, these are
discarded by the edge router that earlier sent the four
artificial ACK segments (Fig. 1). Once the ingress
router receives notification from the core of packet
loss due to congestion, it sends back three duplicate
ACKs to the corresponding source, as discussed above.
After approximately one RTT, it receives identical duplicate ACKs from the receiver. It checks to see
whether these have already been generated, and if so,
it does not forward them to the source. It is possible
that ACKs from the TCP receiver might be missed by
the edge router due to asymmetric routing or merely
packet loss due to buffer overflow. If this happens, the
ACKs will be routed through another edge router to
the TCP sender. This affects neither the effectiveness
of DLCC nor the execution of TCP congestion control.
The TCP sender will ignore these ACKs because it
previously received three duplicate ACKs from the
edge ingress router. If these ACKs are merely dropped
in the reverse path, DLCC and TCP will not be affected either, because three ACKs have already been
sent to the TCP transmitter by the edge router. Thus
Fig. 1 illustrates why the amount of signaling traffic
with and without the OPS ACKs scheme is the same.
Each electronic interface in every ingress edge
router records the socket information from data segments in TCP flows it handles, so that ACKs sent from
the TCP process in each receiver can be identified and
discarded if appropriate. However, this information
about each TCP segment need only be retained for approximately one RTT; hence the storage requirements
are well within the memory capabilities of modern
router hardware.
Datagram headers arriving from users are examined at the edge, and based upon this, optical packet
headers have a 1 bit field that indicates whether the
data was generated by TCP or some other layer 4 protocol. For UDP traffic, the congestion control scheme
could be combined with resource-aware routing algorithms to resolve congestion. In this case, when congestion occurs, an edge router would reduce loss by
buffering the extra traffic. This would provide time for
the edge router to compute a new noncongested route,
then start new negotiation in order to transmit a flow
over it. However, this is not considered in the modeling work below. Essentially, DLCC is a type of TCPfriendly rate control protocol that mainly interacts
with TCP’s fast retransmit and fast recovery mechanisms.
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V. MATHEMATICAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, mathematical models are proposed
to analyze performance aspects of DLCC and hence
justify its validity. These models consider traffic from
both UDP traffic sources with abrupt fluctuations in
capacity demand and TCP connections having congestion windows that can be either synchronized or nonsynchronized. Before introducing the model itself,
there is discussion of Internet traffic, the behavior of
TCP, and the traffic configurations used for modeling.

A. Internet Traffic
The DLCC algorithm is designed to yield favorable
interaction between elastic TCP flows and nonreactive
UDP flows. This subsection is a brief discussion of the
mixture of traffic types that are found on the Internet,
justifying the need to consider traffic generated by
both TCP and UDP.
More than 10 years ago, in 1998, approximately
95% of the bytes, 90% of the packets, and 80% of the
flows on the Internet were generated by TCP [12].
However, with ever-increasing network capacity, realtime applications are now generating a larger fraction
of Internet traffic. Real-time applications, including
voice over IP (VoIP), video, videoconferences, peer-topeer applications, and games are being used more frequently, and many of them rely heavily on UDP or run
exclusively over it. Nevertheless, TCP traffic is still an
important constituent of Internet traffic.
Because it offers guaranteed delivery of data
through retransmission and because the transmission
rate can change (for example, it can reduce suddenly
due to the fast recovery mechanism initiated by segment loss), TCP is not suitable for streaming continuous audio and video data. Audio and video streams
carried over TCP experience unacceptable delays and
interruptions, leading to very low quality of service
(QoS).
In a particular IP backbone, it was reported in 2003
that on some links over 60% of the traffic was generated by new applications such as distributed file sharing and streaming media, whereas only 30% was web
traffic [13]. It was found, also in 2003, that for typical
IP backbones, TCP traffic constituted between 60%
and 90% of the total load, with UDP traffic constituting between 10% and 40%, and all other protocols
combined producing less than 5% [14]. However, because TCP always seeks out and uses the available
transmission capacity, it competes for transmission
capacity with other traffic and is influenced by both
other TCP traffic and by UDP traffic. Transmission capacity overprovisioning meant that in one set of measurements, again from 2003, most of the links were
utilized by under 50%, and less than 10% of the links
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in the backbone experienced utilization higher than
50% in any given 5 min interval [15].
Typical non-real-time applications, such as file
transfer, web access, remote procedure calls, and distributed file services neither depend on nor generate
well-defined traffic characteristics, and TCP is appropriate for them. However, with the use of more and
more assorted video and audio online services, realtime applications will become more popular. These applications cannot be carried over TCP.
The performance of optical-packet-switched networks under TCP and UDP traffic has been analyzed
by comparing various packet aggregation schemes at
the edge of the core network [16]. The performance
analysis in this paper still conforms to the composition of Internet traffic discussed above [12,17], with
UDP being assumed to carry voice and video traffic.
When congestion occurs, UDP sources are unaware of
this and continue to generate traffic as before, because
UDP does not have congestion control, resulting in
poorer control over congestion than with TCP traffic
alone.
B. Characteristics of Elastic TCP
When a network link is congested, UDP streams do
not interact with TCP senders and hence still maintain their sending rate. Although fair sharing takes
place between two TCP flows, it does not take place
between a TCP flow and a UDP stream.
In the models in this paper, the same packet size is
assumed throughout—for both external traffic and
traffic in the optical packet core—in order to eliminate
the influence of different packet sizes on traffic shaping. Hence if an optical packet is dropped in the network core, only one TCP segment is lost. However, the
effect on network performance of dropping a long optical burst that carries many TCP segments has been
studied already [18,19].
TCP connections can be long lived, with fixed rwnd
(the window advertised by the receiver—default in
many systems), or short lived (with a small amount of
data for a particular connection). The sending rate is
swnd= min共cwnd, rwnd兲, where cwnd is the window
size determined by the sender’s congestion control algorithm. The default value of rwnd is normally not infinite, so the sending rate will often be fixed at rwnd,
with the Internet traffic being very smooth. The TCP
fill-up effect, whereby TCP seeks out and uses spare
capacity in the network, is not evident once cwnd increases beyond the value of rwnd, because then
swnd= rwnd, which does not change dynamically as
cwnd does. In this case, TCP will generally not consume all the available transmission capacity, being
fixed at a certain sending rate that is restrained by
rwnd. There will be little segment loss but the utiliza-
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tion could be very low, because TCP’s ability to seek
out and use available transmission capacity has not
been fully utilized. It only probes in this way to determine what network capacity is available when cwnd
⬍ rwnd and stops doing this when the congestion window (cwnd) increases beyond the value of rwnd
[20,21]. Hence, this discussion shows that in reality,
there are several factors influencing TCP’s ability to
exploit fully the available transmission capacity.
1. Only for a long-lived connection, where sufficient
data has to be transported from the transmitter
to the receiver, can TCP’s ability to seek out and
use network transmission capacity be utilized
fully.
2. Only if the receiver’s advertised window rwnd is
always greater than the sender’s cwnd, can the
sender keep increasing its sending window size.
A normal PC’s default rwnd is fixed at a value between 16 and 64 Kbytes, depending on implementation. This default value must be configured manually if high utilization is to be realized
in high-speed networks.
However, the worst case must be considered, where
rwnd is infinite or at any rate always larger than
cwnd, and TCP flows are long lived. Hence, in the
analysis and simulation below, swnd is always assumed to be equal to cwnd, and hence available network transmission capacity is always assumed to be
consumed by the sending TCP processes if the application is generating data sufficiently quickly. Although this ability of TCP to respond to and use available capacity could increase overall transmission
capacity utilization in the network, it may also cause
congestion and unfair transmission capacity sharing.
To see this, consider that although TCP connections
themselves will ultimately share available transmission capacity fairly, if some user applications have
more TCP connections than others, then they will obtain the use of more capacity. Hence there is always
fair sharing between individual TCP connections, but
there may be unfair sharing between applications.
This should be avoided by the access network operators. The access router should either employ some
type of QoS control implementation or adjust rwnd appropriately to promote fairness and hence also achieve
high transmission capacity utilization.
C. Traffic Configurations Used for Modeling
UDP traffic sources do not directly notify their
change of rate to TCP sources, which, as described
above, keep absorbing the remaining transmission capacity in the network. When UDP’s transmission capacity usage decreases, TCP will absorb the new free
capacity, but when UDP’s capacity usage increases,
TCP will compete with UDP and segment loss will occur over at least one TCP RTT. UDP’s transmission
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rate is dictated by the application, and unlike TCP, it
does not react to the presence of other traffic in the
network.
TCP Reno is assumed in the models in this paper,
with fast retransmission and fast recovery implemented. It remains in the congestion avoidance phase
after cwnd has been halved due to fast recovery after
segment loss. It is assumed in the modeling work below that the receiver’s advertised window is always
larger than the sender’s congestion window. (When
rwnd⬍ cwnd always, the sending window is always
fixed at rwnd.)
The flight size is the amount of data that has been
sent by TCP but not yet acknowledged [20]. For a
given value of the TCP congestion window (cwnd), the
mean transmission rate during any RTT is swnd/RTT.
If rwnd⬎ cwnd always, this is equal to cwnd/RTT. Although, during a particular RTT, TCP flight data entering an edge router and smoothed data within the
core can have the same mean rate, the flight data
might not be evenly distributed throughout the RTT.
Smoothing that takes place at each edge router makes
the bursty flight of data regularly distributed
throughout the RTT.
D. Single TCP Flow With Changing UDP
The single TCP flow modeled here is long lived, with
rwnd⬎ cwnd always. Therefore, the sending window
swnd= min共cwnd, rwnd兲 is always equal to cwnd. The
normal combined TCP and IP header size with no options in either case is 40 bytes and is denoted by H.
Below is the notation used in the mathematical analysis:
• ai is the UDP data rate during a given period,
measured as a fraction of overall transmission capacity. Such a period begins every time the rate of
this background UDP traffic changes.
• ai+1 is the UDP rate during the next period, measured as a fraction of overall transmission capacity.
• TiUDP is the length in seconds of a period during
which UDP traffic has a constant rate—it may
change rate upon the start of the next period. It is
also assumed that the UDP traffic rates during
different TiUDP are statistically independent. Such
a period can range in duration from less than the
time taken for one TCP sawtooth to the time
taken for several.
• P共x = ai兲 is the probability of UDP traffic having
rate ai during period TiUDP.
• Li is the number of optical packets lost, given
heavy congestion, during period i with a UDP
data rate of ai.
• L̄ is the mean number of optical packets lost during heavy congestion over the entire duration being analyzed.
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• PL is the congestion loss rate, namely, the lost
traffic during a congestion period divided by the
full bottleneck link capacity, where both must be
measured using the same units (bits, bytes, or
packets).
• Bi is an event, defining heavy congestion caused
by UDP during period i.
• 2T is the TCP end-to-end RTT.
• Wk is the initial value in bytes of cwnd at the
start of the current interval, where the index k is
used to identify different possible initial values.
• War is the value of cwnd in bytes at the beginning
i
of period i, with a UDP data rate of ai, where the
index r is used to identify different possible initial values.
• C is the bottleneck link capacity.
• R is the maximum proportion of the full link
transmission capacity that UDP can use; hence
the volume of UDP traffic is bounded by this.
• S is the TCP segment size in bytes—it is assumed
that these are all the same size in the model.
• Wap is the peak cwnd size for a given ai in bytes,
i
where the index p is used to identify different
possible peak values. This peak size of the congestion window (cwnd) occurs immediately prior
to TCP fast recovery.
• M is the peak cwnd size for a given ai, expressed
as a number of TCP segments.
• B1c is the extra edge router buffer capacity required to accommodate the extra traffic that
arises without rapid notification from the edge
router to the TCP transmitter if the OPS ACKs
scheme is not implemented (see also the definition in Section VII). Recall that this extra traffic
builds up in the buffer when the edge router reduces its transmission rate over the core, but before the TCP transmitter reduces its rate because
of the duplicate ACKs sent by the TCP receiver
itself.
• B2c is the extra edge router buffer capacity required with the OPS ACKs scheme to accommodate extra traffic described above. Here, rapid notification from the edge router to the TCP
transmitter takes place through transmission of
artificial duplicate ACKs.
High-capacity long-lived TCP flows with infinite rwnd
are assumed, so that the TCP transmission rate
halves during congestion avoidance rather than TCP
going into slow start. Now two cases are considered:
without DLCC and with DLCC.
1) Without DLCC: If packet loss occurs, it takes place
within one RTT of the start of one of the periods referred to above, because by this time, TCP will have
adjusted its transmission rate to accommodate the
new rate of UDP transmission in the new period.
Hence to obtain the loss rate, it is necessary to divide
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by the round-trip time of 2T. Also, division by C takes
place so that PL is expressed as a ratio:

War
i

PL =

兺aiP共x = ai 艚 Bi兲Li/2T
C

=

兺aiP共Bi兩x = ai兲P共x = ai兲Li
2TC

.

=

P共Bi兩x = ai兲 = P共ai+1 ⬎ ai兲

冉

⫻P ai+1 ⬎ C −

War
i
2T

⫻

S+H
S

冊
共3兲

P共ai+1 − ai ⬎ 0兲 = P共ai+1 ⬎ ai兲
CR − ai − 共− ai兲

=

CR − ai
CR

共4兲

.

For congestion to be possible, it must be true that the
amount of capacity left free by TCP (assuming no
packet loss were to occur) must be less than the maximum capacity that UDP can use, i.e., 0 ⬍ X ⬍ CR,
which, when combined with ai ⬍ ai+1 ⬍ CR from above,
yields
P共ai+1 ⬎ ai兲P共ai+1 ⬎ X兲
= P共ai+1 ⬎ max共ai,X兲兲

冕 冕
ai

=

X=0

CR

冕 冕
CR

dai+1dX +

ai+1=ai

冕 冕
CR

X=0

X=ai

CR

i

2T2共C − ai兲
S+H

册冎

S
T

.
共6兲

M

CR

兺 兺

M k=1 ai+1=ai

P共x = ai+1兲 ⫻ 共ai+1 − X兲 ⫻ 2T,

where ai+1 ⬎ C − War 共S + H兲 / 共2TS兲 = X.
i

If P共x = ai兲 is known, then it may be substituted into
Eq. (2). After the beginning of this period, cwnd rises
during TCP’s congestion avoidance phase. The mean
data loss conditional upon heavy congestion occurring
is L̄ = 兺aiP共x = ai兲Li, which is also the amount of buffer
storage required at each core switch port in order to
accommodate temporary traffic surges. The peak loss
rate is always restricted by the value of R because the
congestion control algorithm in TCP always seeks out
and consumes available transmission capacity.
2) With DLCC: Because of DLCC’s rapid reaction to
congestion, the equation for the loss in period i that
was provided above is modified by replacing the
round-trip time by twice the propagation delay between the edge router and the core optical switch experiencing heavy congestion:
1
Li =

M

CR

兺 兺

M k=1 ai+1=ai

P共x = ai+1兲 ⫻ 共ai+1 − X兲 ⫻ 2T1.

In the network scenario shown at the top of Fig. 1, the
propagation delay experienced when traversing the
network is separated into periods of length T0, T1, T2,
and T3, with T = T0 + T1 + T2 + T3. Without sending artificial ACK segments to the transmitting TCP process
(i.e., without using the OPS ACKs scheme),

CR

ai+1=X

冋

Wap

The use of the mod operator in Eq. (6) arises because
of the characteristic sawtooth shape of a graph of the
TCP congestion window against time when TCP is operating in equilibrium. Wk, the value of cwnd at the
beginning of the overall interval being considered
(which may consist of many periods), is assumed to be
evenly distributed within the interval 关0 , Wap 兴 and k
i
= Wk / S, so
Li =

Here, C − War 共S + H兲 / 共2TS兲 = X. From 0 ⬍ ai+1 ⬍ CR and
i
0 ⬍ ai ⬍ CR, it follows that −ai ⬍ ai+1 − ai ⬍ CR − ai and
ai+1 − ai ⬎ 0 when ai ⬍ ai+1 ⬍ CR, so assuming a uniform
statistical distribution for both ai and ai+1, it follows
that, for some specific value of ai, the probability that
the UDP traffic level has increased is given by

CR − ai

再

1

= P共ai+1 ⬎ ai兲 ⫻ P共ai+1 ⬎ X兲.

=

共2TM兲/2

= 共TiUDP − Wk2T/S兲mod

共2兲
PL is the loss rate due to heavy congestion and can
now be used to calculate how much traffic is lost; the
probability of heavy congestion in period i is the product of the probability that the UDP transmission rate
has increased and the probability that the new UDP
transmission rate is greater than X, the amount of
transmission capacity left available by TCP were no
packet loss to occur:

共TiUDP − Wk2T/S兲mod共2TM兲/2
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dai+1dX
.

dai+1dX

ai+1=ai

共5兲
Wap
i

The peak congestion window size for period i is
= 关2T共C − ai兲S兴 / 共S + H兲 and, expressed as a number of
TCP segments, the peak value of cwnd is M = 关2T共C
− ai兲兴 / 共S + H兲. Thus the value of the congestion window
at the beginning of period i can be expressed as

B̄1c

= 兺 P共x = ai兲
ai

1

M

CR

兺 兺

M k=1 ai+1=ai

P共x = ai+1兲

⫻ 共ai+1 − X兲 ⫻ 共2T − 2T1兲.
With full dual-layer congestion control, incorporating
the OPS ACKs scheme,
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B̄2c

= 兺 P共x = ai兲
ai

CR

M

1

i+1

The mean packet loss for N synchronized TCP flows is
therefore obtained by combining Eqs. (7)–(10):

i

E. Several Synchronized TCP Flows With Changing
UDP Transmission Rate
TCP global synchronization results in fast recovery
occurring periodically at the same time in all TCP processes and arises due to two mechanisms:
1. The sliding window flow control algorithm in
TCP, which tends to produce periodic bursts of
packets.
2. The drop-tail queue at the bottleneck, which
drops all packets that arrive when the buffer is
full [7].
Although TCP global synchronization is rare in the
current Internet, it is nevertheless considered here.
As discussed above, optical core switches can only
have very small buffers, so TCP global synchronization is unlikely. A similar conclusion was previously
reached where relatively large optical buffers larger
than 50 packets were assumed [22].
When analyzing many 共N兲 synchronized TCP flows
sharing a link, high throughput is achieved with buffers of at least C ⫻ RTT packets in size. Here C is the
bottleneck link capacity, and RTT is TCP’s end-to-end
round-trip time. In a WAN such as the current Internet, RTT may be several hundreds of milliseconds or
more. It is not technologically feasible for OPS core
switches to have such large buffers in the foreseeable
future—in the OPS network core switches modeled by
the simulations later in this paper, it was assumed
that each had sufficient fiber delay line (FDL) buffering to hold 20 slots. Due to the sawtooth fluctuations
in the congestion window (cwnd), the throughput involved when having only a single TCP flow on a link,
or having multiple synchronized TCP flows instead, is
always lower than the bottleneck link capacity. Again,
two cases are considered below: without DLCC and
with DLCC.
1) Without DLCC: Throughout, the suffix N denotes
the number of TCP flows. For each TCP flow, using
similar reasoning to the derivation above,
p

i

MN =

2T共C − ai兲S
N共S + H兲
2T共C − ai兲
N共S + H兲
r

,

,

XN = C − NWaN共S + H兲/共2TS兲 ,
i

共10兲

Wk = kS.

兺 兺 P共x = ai+1兲
M k=1 a =a

⫻ 共ai+1 − X兲 ⫻ 2T0.

W aN =
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共7兲

共8兲

共9兲

L1N =

1

MN

CR

兺 兺

MN k=1 ai+1=ai

P共x = ai+1兲 ⫻ 共ai+1 − XN兲 ⫻ 2T.

Comparing this with the earlier result for one larger
TCP flow shows that, as expected, this new result is
equal to Li, because as far as the analysis is concerned, N TCP flows make use of capacity in exactly
the same way as one larger flow.
2) With DLCC: Based on the similar reasoning to that
used for a single TCP flow, the following can readily be
derived:
L1N

1
=

MN

CR

兺 兺

MN k=1 ai+1=ai

P共x = ai+1兲 ⫻ 共ai+1 − XN兲 ⫻ 2T1.

Without sending artificial ACK segments to the transmitting TCP process (i.e., without using the OPS
ACKs scheme),
B̄1c

= 兺 P共x = ai兲
ai

1

MN

CR

兺 兺

MN k=1 ai+1=ai

P共x = ai+1兲

⫻共ai+1 − XN兲共2T − 2T1兲.
With full dual-layer congestion control, incorporating
the OPS ACKs scheme,
B̄2c = 兺 P共x = ai兲
ai

1

MN

CR

兺 兺

MN k=1 ai+1=ai

P共x = ai+1兲共ai+1 − XN兲2T0.

F. Large Number of Nonsynchronized TCP Flows With
Changing UDP Traffic Level
Even with many TCP flows being carried over the
same link, global synchronization is extremely unlikely in real wide area networks because the requirements for it are as follows:
1. All TCP flows should have their segments lost in
the bottleneck router simultaneously.
2. All TCP flows should start simultaneously or at
least carry out TCP fast recovery at nearly the
same time.
3. All receiver TCP processes should have rwnd
⬎ cwnd.
4. All TCP flows should have the same RTTs and be
long lived.
It is extremely unlikely for all of these conditions to be
satisfied at the same time in a real wide area network.
With more than 200 flows, global synchronization has
never been observed in practice, and measurements in
the current Internet give no indication of it [4]. Also,
the buffer size required for many TCP flows to achieve
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nearly full utilization is just C ⫻ RTT/ 冑N [4,23,24],
challenging the existing rule of thumb, namely, C
⫻ RTT.
Assume that the link capacity is nearly fully utilized by many TCP flows. With a large number of
flows, i.e., N → ⬁, the transmission capacity occupied
by TCP is always 1 − ai. Intuitively, this is because
one or more TCP flows’ windows halving in size will
not cause the transmission utilization to change significantly, due to the infinitesimally small contribution by one TCP flow to the overall traffic carried. Due
to the fair capacity sharing mechanism inherent in
TCP, for period i, the mean capacity used by each flow
is 共C − ai兲 / N. Thus because all TCP flows are unsynchronized, one flow having a packet dropped does not
influence throughput appreciably, whereas if many
TCP flows were synchronized, they all would halve
their congestion window simultaneously due to fast
recovery, resulting in reduced throughput.
The mean increase in capacity, rie, for the UDP rate
when heavy congestion occurs is given by

兺

Using similar reasoning to that above, the mean
number of optical packets lost during a heavy congestion period is
Li = rie2T1.
Hence the number of packets lost due to heavy congestion over the entire duration being analyzed is now
L̄ = 兺 P共x = ai兲rie2T1.
ai

Without sending artificial ACK segments to the transmitting TCP process (i.e., without using the OPS
ACKs scheme),
B̄1c = 兺 P共x = ai兲rie共2T − 2T1兲 .
ai

With full dual-layer congestion control, incorporating
the OPS ACKs scheme,
B̄2c = 兺 P共x = ai兲rie2T0 .

P共x = ai+1兲 ⫻ 共ai+1 − ai兲.

ai+1=ai

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS FROM MATHEMATICAL
ANALYSIS

1) Without DLCC
As discussed above, 共C − ai兲 / N is the mean capacity
of each TCP flow, arising due to fair sharing of transmission capacity between flows. Assume that the UDP
transmission rate increases, i.e., that ai+1 ⬎ ai. Also assume that K = 共ai+1 − ai兲 / 关共C − ai兲 / 2N兴, so that K is the
number of TCP flows that must halve their transmission rate to accommodate the extra UDP traffic, which
is equal to the ratio of the increase in the UDP rate to
half the mean rate of one TCP flow. Then the duration
of the heavy congestion period is given by
2T +

2) With DLCC

ai

CR

rie =
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共K − 1兲共MN2T/2兲
N

.

Hence the mean number of optical packets lost during
a heavy congestion period is
Li = rie2T +

rie 共K − 1兲共MN2T/2兲
2

N

.

Here, P共B 兩 共x = ai兲兲 = P共ai+1 ⬎ ai兲, so
P共ai+1 ⬎ ai兲 =

CR − ai
CR

.

Hence the number of packets lost due to heavy congestion over the entire duration being analyzed is
L̄ = 兺 P共x = ai兲Li.
ai

This section presents and discusses results from the
mathematical model of Section V in order to justify
the validity of the DLCC concept. The scenario used
for analysis is shown at the top of Fig. 1. R, the maximum proportion of the link capacity that UDP traffic
can use is 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, or 0.4, reflecting the increasing
use of new streaming applications. The remaining capacity is used by TCP traffic, with the full link capacity C being 10 Gbits/ s. The number of nonsynchronized TCP flows is 100, 200, 400, 1000, 4000, or
10,000. The TCP end-to-end round-trip time is varied
between 60, 100, 180, 280, 420, and 560 ms, which
covers both short RTTs (60–280 ms) and long RTTs
(280–560 ms). Nonreactive background UDP traffic is
considered in these results. In the computation below,
each possible density of UDP traffic is assumed to be
equiprobable, in order to provide an upper bound on
the worst case, where the nonreactive UDP traffic has
frequent and abrupt fluctuations. In Fig. 1, it is assumed that T1 / T0 = T2 / T3 = 0.5. Mean packet loss during a heavy congestion period and buffering requirements are calculated in terms of the number of optical
packets, each of which is assumed to be fixed at
2000 bytes in length.
Figures 2 and 3 show the mean heavy congestion
loss rate for both a single TCP flow and for multiple
synchronized TCP flows and also for 10,000 nonsynchronized TCP flows under both noncontrolled (without DLCC) and controlled (with DLCC) scenarios,
with changing parameters R and RTT. For both a
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Fig. 2. Mean loss rate during heavy congestion for a single TCP
flow and for multiple synchronized TCP flows.

single TCP flow and for multiple synchronized TCP
flows, the packet loss rate increases with RTT,
whereas for 10,000 nonsynchronized TCP flows the
loss rate is virtually unaffected by it. However, both
cases show obvious degradation of the loss rate as the
maximum UDP stream ratio R increases. Controlled
schemes show better performance than noncontrolled
schemes, especially for 10,000 nonsynchronized TCP
flows.
Figure 4 shows the mean total loss per heavy congestion period measured in number of optical packets,
showing the lost traffic for 10,000 nonsynchronized
TCP flows and demonstrating that the controlled
scheme has performance superior to the noncontrolled
scheme. This improvement is shown in Figs. 5 and 6
and is achieved through the action of edge electronic
buffering. It is also seen from these that dual-layer
control reduces the edge electronic buffering requirements for both a single TCP flow and multiple syn-

Fig. 3. Mean loss rate during heavy congestion for 10,000 nonsynchronized TCP flows.
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Fig. 4. Mean total number of lost optical packets over one period
for 10,000 nonsynchronized TCP flows.

chronized TCP flows and also for the case of 10,000
nonsynchronized TCP flows. The controlled scheme
reduces the packet loss due to congestion in two ways:
1. It moves much of the buffer capacity requirements from the optical core of the network to the
edge. The buffer requirement calculated above
for the noncontrolled scheme assumes only core
optical buffering; however, the controlled scheme
proposed here also has edge electronic buffers in
order to reduce core buffering.
2. It uses a form of explicit congestion notification
to actively reduce the core packet loss due to congestion loss and also to reduce the core buffering
requirements.
Figure 7 shows the mean lost traffic during one heavy
congestion period, with changes in both the RTT and

Fig. 5. Mean electronic edge buffer requirement in number of optical packets for a single TCP flow and for multiple synchronized
TCP flows. With “1 control,” the OPS ACKs scheme is not implemented, whereas “2 controls” refers to the use of full dual-layer
control.
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Fig. 6. Mean electronic edge buffer requirement in number of optical packets for 10,000 nonsynchronized TCP flows. With “1 control,” the OPS ACKs scheme is not implemented, whereas “2 controls” refers to the use of full dual-layer control.

the number of nonsynchronized TCP flows. Performance is degraded as RTT increases in all situations,
but shows convergence with increasing RTT. Packet
loss decreases as the number of nonsynchronized TCP
flows increases, and this decrease slows down with
very many TCP flows.
VII. SIMULATION
In addition to the mathematical modeling reported
in Sections V and VI, complementary aspects of DLCC
performance, especially TCP goodput, were also evaluated via simulation. The simulation, implemented using the commercially available OPNET simulator [25],
carried out an event-based simulation of the system
as time elapsed; hence unlike the analytical model, it
was necessarily limited in terms of traffic capacity,
number of events simulated, number of TCP connections, and simulation time. However, the analytical
modeling studied heavy congestion only, whereas the
simulation considered all aspects of network behavior.
The simulation topology is shown at the top of Fig.
1. Edge routers could be configured either to support
or not support DLCC. Forty FTP applications were
configured to transfer files simultaneously; each file
was sufficiently large so that, at the end of the measured simulation period, no file transfer had terminated. The TCP implementation employed was Reno
with a very large value of rwnd, so that the window
used was always equal to the congestion window set
by the transmitter, cwnd. In each core optical packet
switch, a simple feed-forward switch structure was assumed with 20 slot buffer positions shared by all the
ports in the whole switch. For each UDP traffic
source, bursts of traffic occurred at intervals of 10 s,
with each burst consuming 10%, 20%, 30%, or 40% of
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Fig. 7. Mean loss of the scenarios with control (with DLCC) during
one congestion period, expressed as number of optical packets
against number of nonsynchronized TCP flows.

the link transmission capacity, and in each burst, no
further packets were sent after 200 ms. In the simulation topology shown at the top of Fig. 1, the propagation times are related by T1 / T0 = T2 / T3 = 0.5. Each
IP datagram was 576 bytes long, and for simplicity,
each optical packet only contained exactly one IP datagram, although this does not affect the conclusions.
For convenience during simulation, the overall capacity of each core link was set to 55 Mbits/ s on each core
switch, although this affects neither the conclusions
nor the principle being demonstrated.
Six simulation runs, each having a simulation time
of 44 min 37 s, were carried out for each point in Fig.
8 through to Fig. 12, in order to compute 95% confidence intervals. In these graphs, the confidence intervals are shown as dotted curves on either side of the

Fig. 8. Goodput comparison with varying end-to-end round-trip
time, assuming that a maximum of 30% of the transmission capacity can be used by UDP traffic.
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Fig. 9. Loss rate comparison with varying end-to-end round-trip
time, assuming that a maximum of 30% of the transmission capacity can be used by UDP traffic.

mean, which is shown as a solid curve in each case.
These simulations collected the following statistics:
• Goodput is calculated as the total traffic carried
over the network (measured in bits) minus the total dropped traffic (also measured in bits), divided by the total simulation time.
• Loss rate is calculated as the total dropped traffic (measured in bits) divided by the total simulation time.
• Extra edge buffer capacity is measured in bits
and is calculated as the moving average of the
edge buffer capacity that would be required over
the whole duration of the simulation in order to
retain extra traffic that would occur without the

Fig. 10. Extra edge buffer capacity with varying end-to-end roundtrip time, assuming that a maximum of 30% of the transmission capacity can be used by UDP traffic.
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Fig. 11. Goodput comparison with varying maximum UDP capacity ratio, assuming a round-trip time of 500 ms.

OPS ACKs scheme after notification from the
core is received.
Figures 8–10 assume that a maximum of 30% of the
transmission capacity can be used by UDP traffic. To
mimic a large WAN, Figs. 11 and 12 both assume a
500 ms end-to-end round-trip time.
Figures 8 and 11 show that with either changing
the RTT or changing the ratio of the UDP capacity, the
scenario without DLCC always has poorer goodput
performance; it is also seen that with either increasing the RTT or increasing the proportion of transmission capacity used by UDP traffic, the goodput for
both scenarios shows a downward trend. With DLCC,
goodput decreases with increased RTT because the
distance (and hence the propagation delay) between a
congested core switch and a corresponding edge router

Fig. 12. Extra edge buffer capacity with varying maximum UDP
capacity ratio, assuming a round-trip time of 500 ms.
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is increased, which delays the arrival of each congestion notification at the edge router that responds to it.
Figure 9 shows that the loss rate for DLCC only
changes slightly with varying RTT, whereas without
DLCC, it changes dramatically. This implies that
DLCC is better at preventing packet loss, due to its
quicker reaction to congestion.
Figures 10 and 12 show that the extra edge buffer
capacitying requirement increases with either an increase of the RTT or an increase in the ratio of the
UDP capacity. This explains the superior performance
in terms of goodput and loss rate for DLCC. It also implies that DLCC trades off extra core switch FDL buffering (which is difficult and expensive, or even impossible, to implement) with edge router electronic
buffering that is easy and inexpensive to implement.
Comparison of Figs. 8 and 9 with performance evaluation results for a different approach to the same
problem, involving ACK pacing [10], show that DLCC
exhibits lower packet loss and higher gains in goodput
over a classical network with no additional congestion
control mechanisms. This is because DLCC initiates a
more aggressive response to core network congestion
than ACK pacing, halving the transmitter’s congestion window size via TCP’s fast recovery scheme.
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sumed in the modeling work to have a shared optical
buffering capacity of only 20 optical packets for all
ports. DLCC also uses a form of explicit congestion notification to actively reduce both segment loss due to
congestion in the core of the network and buffering requirements at the traffic source. Furthermore, simulation modeling shows that DLCC yields a TCP goodput improvement of between 2 and 10 times,
depending on the amount of background UDP traffic
and the round-trip time. Both analytical and simulation models are derived from different perspectives to
validate the effectiveness and trade-offs implicit in
this scheme.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a dual-layer congestion control
scheme was proposed, which copes with the lack of
congestion control in optical-packet-switched networks and the mismatch of slow TCP end-to-end congestion control with the high transmission capacities
inherent in future deployment of OPS. It interacts
with both electronic and optical domain traffic in order to both react quickly to heavy congestion in the
optical-packet-switched core and also quench electronic domain traffic at the origin over a longer time
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